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1 Purpose
Resident and staff cohorting is used to prevent the spread of communicable disease including COVID-19
and influenza within congregate settings including Long-Term Care Homes (LTCH) and Senior Services
facilities. Cohorting is accomplished by assigning a geographic area such as a room or residential care
area to one or more residents who are suspected or confirmed to have a communicable disease. Staff
are to be assigned to work with cohorts of residents by their status.

2 Glossary
1. Cohort: a group of people who have or may have a communicable disease or are at similar
risk of developing a communicable disease
2. Cohorting: Grouping residents based on their risk of infection or whether they have tested
positive for COVID-19, gastrointestinal or influenza during an outbreak
3. Staff cohorting: Having a staff member look after only one cohort of residents and not
moving from one cohort to another
4. Resident cohorting: Group residents based on their status or risk of getting COVID-19,
gastrointestinal or influenza during an outbreak
5. Outbreak: Specific to COVID-19, LTCH’s must consider one or more, lab confirmed cases in a
resident or staff member as a confirmed COVID-19 outbreak
6. Outbreak & non-outbreak areas: The outbreak area has cases or may have cases in the near
future, such as units where there are residents or staff with a communicable disease or who
may have been exposed. With respect to COVID-19, Public Health determines the outbreak
and non-outbreak areas
7. Daily Assignment Report (DAR): a daily department report from the Scheduling System showing
employees scheduled for the day that is used to record scheduling changes that occur during
the day
8. Department Staffing Guidelines (DSG): guidelines created for each unit to communicate unitspecific scheduling details to allow the Scheduling Service to assist the Manager in
conducting specific scheduling tasks. Including the order in which shifts will be filled
9. Core Baseline: The approved staffing levels by unit as required during normal operation
10. Covid Shifts (CV): consists of permanent full time or part time employees that have requested
to increase their FTE. These shifts are used for relief coverage
11. Covid Upstaff (CU): consists of permanent full time or part time employees that have
requested to increase their FTE. These shifts are part of the compliment and are not used for
relief coverage
12. Protective Upstaff (PU): consists of permanent full time or part time positions which are part of
the budgeted complement of work and work a rotation designed to cover a portion of the relief
coverage needs
13. Pandemic Upstaff (P): consists of permanent full time or part time positions which are needed
to be staffed during a pandemic
14. Outbreak Upstaff (O): consists of permanent full time or part time positions which are needed
to be staffed during an outbreak
15. Building Float (BU): consists of permanent full time or part time positions that do not work in a
specific cohort
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3 Staff Cohorting - Key Concepts
1. Simcoe Muskoka District Health Unit must determine if the whole facility will be
considered the outbreak area or if there is a non-outbreak area (specific unit)
2. Residents from each cohort should be separated from residents in another cohort, for
example:
a. All residents of one unit considered a separate cohort and
b. All residents in one unit cohorted according to communicable disease status
3. Within an outbreak area, separate the:
a. Exposed, well and not known to have a communicable disease
b. Exposed, ill but not known to have a communicable disease
c. Confirmed positive and infectious cohort
4. Staff members should be assigned to care for only one cohort unit and one cohort resident
during the course of the outbreak if at all possible
5. Over the course of an outbreak, if possible, staff members should work with only one cohort,
and not switch between cohorts
6. Staff working with one cohort should remain separate from staff members working with other
cohorts if possible. It is very important for staff to stay at least two metres from each other at
all times, including during breaks and meals
7. Cohorted staff should use the staff room designated to them at separate times from other
cohorted staff if possible. Frequently touched staff room surfaces like table tops and chair
arm rests should be cleaned between cohorts
8. Workflow should be organized so care to the cohorts are grouped together, to minimize
repeated visits to another cohort
9. While in an outbreak, if a cohort is below regular baseline numbers, there must be approval
from the home Administrator or Director of Resident Care to Centralized Scheduling
Services to facilitate movement of staff
a. The Scheduler and home designate will discuss options and potential movement of
staff between cohorts
b. Written confirmation of approval will be sent from the home Administrator or
Director of Resident Care to the Scheduler to proceed with staff movement
between cohorts
10. If staff must move between the cohorts, it must be directed by a RN or management and
they should only go from the lowest risk cohort to the highest risk cohorts and not from
high risk to low risk as per COVID-19 chart below:
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4 Resident Cohorting
1. When a resident in a shared room becomes symptomatic, both residents are placed on Droplet
Contact precautions and tested
2. The symptomatic resident’s roommate will be moved to a private room on the unit if available, an
unoccupied respite room, or to an appropriate unconventional space
3. All rooms vacated by movement will receive a terminal clean
4. If no private rooms or unconventional spaces are left available, residents of the same cohort will
be moved together (i.e.: both residents are positive or both negative but symptomatic)
5. Case by case considerations are made to move symptomatic residents in consultation with the
home’s IPAC lead or ADOC
6. Ensure resident families are kept informed and provide consent of changes to resident locations,
including rationale for moves

5 Staff Cohorting
1. During a pandemic or outbreak, Direct Care Staff will be dedicated to one unit only to the best
extent possible
2. RN staff will direct and track any staff re-assignment mid shift if staff are required to move from
one care area to another. Any changes will be communicated to the departmental Manager. See
Appendix F: Cohorting and Staff Movement Log
3. Staff should remain cohorted to the unit and sub cohort groups during breaks/meals and
communicable disease precautions continue in staff areas (i.e.: physical distancing in break
rooms)
4. Staff caring for positive or suspected positive residents with droplet/contact precautions will be
dedicated to care for those residents only
5. Staff movement spreadsheet will be maintained by Departmental managers to facilitate tracking
and reporting of staff movements within the Home
6. Environmental cleaning staff will be dedicated to either ‘clean’ or ‘non-clean’ units
7. Staff will declare their unit assignment on screening into the Home at the beginning of the shift.
The screener will also ask staff to declare any movements from their assigned units at the end of
the shift when the staff is leaving. These will be recorded on the staff’s screening tool
8. Staff will be provided with a unit identifier that will be worn that identifies where the staff is
assigned to work
9. As part of PPE conservation activities, and unless directed otherwise by Public Health, not all PPE
needs to be changed when working within a cohort
10. If staff must move between cohorts, they should only move from the lowest risk cohort to the
highest risk cohort and only move when directed by RN or Manager approval. Uniforms must be
changed in addition to all PPE and proper hand hygiene is performed
Note: Safety overrides cohorting in emergency situations (i.e.: Fire, Code White) at the direction of
the RN and/or Manager. Staff should inform the RN and/or Manager of their response to the code to
ensure that contacts are logged on the code response document.

6 Baseline - Master Rotations
Master rotations are built to the budget and are the foundation of the strategic scheduling
ecosystem. The Master rotation is kept current to reflect the consistent daily staffing needs for each
job group including relief. Employees are mapped to specific lines on their roster that reflect their FTE,
including part time staff. The master rotation remains constant and workload increases, and decreases
are managed through leading scheduling practices. The current master rotations were designed and
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implemented in May 2020 t o proactively prepare for the single sight public order. During a
pandemic or an outbreak, “clip on” rotations are implemented that reflect upstaffing and cohorting
needs. The Centralized Scheduling Service is responsible for the design, change and maintenance of
the Master Rotations based on requirements dictated by the clinical management leads from the homes.
See Appendix G – Staffing Plan

7 Clip-on Rotations
Clip-on rotations will be built based on operations direction of what upstaffing requirements will be
required per unit per position while in a pandemic (P) or an outbreak (O). Decision making on staffing
levels will be determined by multiple variables including rate of infection, number of units
involved etc. Clip-on rotations will be built per unit and ensure that all shifts are assigned to a specific
unit. Operations will advise the Centralized Scheduling Manager which upstaff unit requirements will need
to be filled in priority order and by position. Centralized Scheduling, with the direction from the
Centralized Scheduling Manager, will then implement the Clip-on rotations per unit and position and
begin the filling process to cover these lines. Part-time Casual, external hiring and then use of agency will
be utilized to work on filling the clip-on rotations while attempting to ensure these rotations are filled with
County staff before moving to agency staff whenever possible. See Appendix H – Clip-on Rotations.

8 Staffing Contingency Plans
In order to meet staffing requirements of a home during a pandemic or outbreak, additional requirements
will be necessary and will consist of Pandemic Upstaffing (P) and Outbreak Upstaffing (O) shifts. These
needs may not be met with internal County of Simcoe employees alone and additional resources may be
required. The following strategies will be undertaken to ensure adequate staffing levels as defined by the
Home Operations Management team are achieved. See Appendix G – Staffing Plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Redeployment of County staff
Recruitment campaigns facilitated by Human Resources
Engagement of contracted agency staff with signed contracts and all necessary documentation
Increase in new agency contracts
Reach out to local Hospitals & community agencies (i.e. LHIN, Ontario Health, Family Health Teams,
Red Cross, etc)

9 Screener Process
1. A master list of all home staff and agency staff with their cohort assignment will be provided
to the screeners at the home during an outbreak see Appendix E – Screener Staff List
a. The list will be updated and provided when there is new staff added to the home or if
there were changes to cohorts
2. When an individual enters or exits the home, the screener will:
a. Fill out the Screening Tool form in its entirety which at minimum will include
the following:
i. Name of individual being screened
ii. Phone Number of individuals being screened (resident or external visitors only)
iii. Date
iv. Location
v. Screener Name
vi. Temperature
vii. Time Temperature taken
viii.List of symptoms
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ix. Ask for unit individual is working in and log on individuals screening tool on top
left corner
x. Ask for unit(s) the individual worked in and log on individuals screening tool when
exiting the building on top left corner
b. Log in the electronic Visitors log the following:
i. Name of individual entering
ii. Agency name if individual is from an agency
iii. Date of Visit
iv. Time individual entered the building
v. Time individual left the building

10 Manager Process
10.1 Advanced Booking 10 days – end of the posted schedule
Occurs weekly per process 2.5 shift filling see Appendix C: 2.5 Shift filing
1. The manager will receive the unfilled shift report from the scheduler every Tuesday
2. The manager and scheduler will meet weekly to review unfilled shifts for the posted schedule
to plan for relief needs and cohorting planning

10.2 Short Call Booking 0-7 days
Occurs daily per process 2.5 shift filling see Appendix C: 2.5 Shift filing
1. If relief is not found, the scheduler will communicate to the homes to review the unfilled
shifts for shift filling strategies or cohort reassignment options
2. Where a shift filling option has been identified, the manager will notify scheduling as soon as
possible

10.3 Reassignment of Cohort
Occurs daily per process 4.1 Timekeeping and Time Approval see Appendix D: 4.1 Timekeeping and
Time Approval Process
The Daily Assignment Report (DAR) is delivered at 21:00 for the next day
1. If relief is not found in the short call process, reassign employees across cohorts as per
operational requirements
2. Update the Daily Attendance Report (DAR) using the notation column outlining the change
in cohorts
3. Send the approved DAR electronically to scheduling the following day
4. RN will communicate to Home Management of any staff movement between cohorts noting
the employee's name, original cohort assignment, cohort reassignment, and the reason for
the cohort reassignment. Management will log the particulars on the Cohorting and Staff
Movement tracking log. See Appendix F: Cohorting and Staff Movement log
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11 Scheduler Process
11.1 Reporting
1. While in outbreak, daily the Centralized Scheduling Service will deliver to the home a report that
outlines the following staffing requirements:
a. Baseline & upstaff requirements for 5 day forecast and 24-hour baseline forecast
b. Number of County staff scheduled per position and cohort
c. Number of Agency staff scheduled per position and cohort
d. Previous day actuals
e. List of redeployed staff including their role
f. Agency updates including agencies contacted, contract status and if they have staff
available or not
g. The staffing list with names, shift times and cohort assignment

11.2 Schedule Build Process
Occurs monthly per the Schedule Build Process. See Appendix B: Schedule Build Process
1. The scheduler will assign all employees to their home units’ cohort only.
a. This will mean that a unit’s cohort may be short while another units’ cohort is
above their requested requirements. All efforts will be made to fill all shifts while
adhering to the cohorting plan to prevent outbreak within the home at large
2. The scheduler will assign all regularized relief (CV, CU, PU and BU) staff in open
baseline/upstaffing requirements. Where an open shift is not available, the scheduler will assign
the regularized relief (CV, CU, PU and BU) shifts to the employee home units’ cohort.
3. Casual employees who do not have a unit cohort assignment will be assigned a home unit cohort
for the duration of the outbreak.
4. Once the schedule build process is completed, the schedule is moved over to the designated
outbreak scheduler in charge of maintaining the schedule for the specific home.
5. The designated outbreak scheduler will verify the schedule to ensure that all staff are the
appropriate home unit cohort assignment and will adjust as necessary
6. The schedule will be posted per process Schedule Build

11.3 Advanced Booking 10 days – end of the posted schedule
Occurs weekly per process 2.5 shift filling. See Appendix C: 2.5 Shift Filling Process
1. The scheduler will be award open shifts to interested employees from each of the home unit
cohort only.
a. This may mean that a unit’s cohort may be short while another unit’s cohort is above
their requested requirements (baseline and upstaffing requirements. All efforts will be
made to fill all shifts while adhering to the cohorting plan to prevent outbreak within the
home at large.
2. The scheduler will prioritize filling baseline shifts prior to filling open upstaffing requirements.
3. The scheduler and home level managers will meet weekly to review unfilled shifts for the posted
schedule to plan for relief needs and cohort planning

11.4 Short Call Booking 0-7 days
Occurs daily per process 2.5 shift filling and Agency Process See Appendix C: 2.5 Shift Filling Process
and Appendix A: Agency Onboarding Process.
1. The scheduler will fill shifts per the Department Staffing Guidelines (DSG). Prioritizing
baseline shifts over unit upstaffing requirements
a. This may mean that a unit may be short while another unit is above their requested
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requirements. All efforts will be made to fill all shifts while adhering to the cohorting
plan to prevent outbreak within the home at large
2. Shifts sent out for pickup via the auto-dialer will be generic shifts outlining the shift times only.
The message will indicate that individuals picking up a shift will be assigned to their unit
a. If sending for a specific unit, the auto-dialer will go to the individuals that work in
that unit only
b. In certain circumstances, the auto-dialer may not be usable and manual calls will
need to take place for unit specific coverage
3. Agency Staff will be scheduled per the DSG and the Agency process. Agency will be assigned to
a specific unit using a rotation and will remain on that unit whenever the individual is utilized
a. The rotation may either be an unfilled master rotation or a clip-on rotation
4. If relief is not found, the scheduler will communicate to the homes to review shift
filling strategies or reassignment options

11.5 Reassignment
Occurs daily per process 4.1 Timekeeping and Time Approval See Appendix D: 4.1 Timekeeping and Time
Approval Process.
1. Scheduling to receive the Daily Assignment Report (DAR) from the home daily before 17:00 for
the previous day and will update the scheduling system with any applicable changes

12 References
1. Citation Ontario Agency for Health Protection and Promotion (Public Health Ontario). Focus on:
cohorting in outbreaks in congregate living settings. Toronto, ON: Queen’s Printer for Ontario;
2020.
https://www.publichealthontario.ca/-/media/documents/ncov/cong/2020/06/focus-oncohorting-outbreaks-congregate-living-settings.pdf?la=en

2. Directive #3 for Long-Term Care Homes under the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/programs/publichealth/coronavirus/docs/directives/LTCH_
HPPA.pdf
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13 Appendix A: Agency Onboarding Process
After PF&P has secured a contract and reference checks for any new agencies, scheduling will identify the
needs that agency needs to fill. Scheduling will provide that information to the respective agencies.
1. Agency notifies the centralized scheduling service of available staff
2. The scheduler assigned to the home and in charge of agency tracking collects the
following documentation and provides the pre-orientation package to agency staff:
a. Negative test/swab within the past 7 days for COVID-19, gastrointestinal or influenza
b. Single site declaration
c. Pre-orientation package declaration
d. Confidentiality form
e. Vulnerable sector check
f. Mask fit testing information if known including mask type
g. Staff Consent to Surveillance Testing and Disclosure of Results document
3. Documentation is saved electronically
4. Scheduling assigns agency staff into a specific unit cohorts and advises the agency in email
the unit cohort assignment of the individual(s)
5. Scheduling assigns agency staff member into an orientation session
6. Scheduling will update the agency spreadsheet
7. Scheduling will assign the agency an external agency line number within SAP, assign them the
respective shifts as well as indicate in the notes which agency they are from and the employee
name
8. Scheduling will submit I.T. request to ensure individual has their login for network access
a. This information will be relayed to the individual agency person
9. PCC logins created by the Home Administrative Assistant or designate
10. Scheduling enrolls agency members into the orientation file, identifying their role and
assigned floor
a. Orientation takes place at times designated by the home
11. Upon starting their first scheduled orientation shift, the agency staff member will report to the
assigned home and meet with the designated educator and receive the following:
a. Change room orientation
b. Scrubs and a personal alarm pendant
c. Health and Safety Orientation including PPE donning and doffing
d. Scheduling of mask fit testing
e. Tour of the home
12. Education also includes role specific education:
a. Direct care: Lift and transfer module, shadowing checklist to be completed by end of
day and submitted to the administrative office
b. ESS: cleaning modules
c. HSA: as required related to their job focus: screening, dietary, housekeeping, PSS
d. PCC login credentials
13. Training declaration collected for all staff
14. Attendance of individual is rostered
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14 Appendix B: Schedule Build Process
Occurs monthly to ensure adequate operation requirements are met.
Assign Rotations
1. Auto assign rotations as per system setup
2. Adjust shifts that have not auto assigned e.g. acting roles, alternate work rotation
Assign Shifts
1. Enter manually, those who have alternate work centres and manual shifts (e.g., RPN funded
hours)
2. Schedule annual education, Health and Safety, GPA and or request
3. Schedule by employee group
4. Pick employee group, part time with line filtered by seniority topped up to 45 hours based on
unavailability per pay period (non-conflict)
5. Filter casual employees and top to 45 hours based on seniority and unavailability
6. Modified FT, PT, PT casual filtered by seniority and topped by 1 shift and a time per
unavailability
7. Ensure all employees are cohorted on their assigned unit
8. Send posted schedule to union steward
9. Schedule is then handed over to the home specific scheduler
Communication
1. Send drafts of schedule to Department Supervisor for review
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15 Appendix C: 2.5 Shift Filling Process
Follow the shift filling process to fill shifts after a schedule has been posted. During this process, the
scheduling service, the manager, and the employee each have a role to play.
Short Call booking will be from day 0-7; all shifts will be offered out through the Auto Dialer. The shifts
offered through the auto dialer will either be generic shifts for pickup for when an employee picks up
these shifts they will be moved to their assigned unit to ensure cohorting, or if the shifts are unit
specific will only be sent to the employees that are assigned to the unit needing coverage.
Advanced booking will be from day 10 to the end of the posted schedule; all shifts will be offered out
through a weekly email. Emails will be sent to the employee's work email only.
Short Term Isolation (STI)- when taking someone off who has failed screening, please code STI for 5 days.
Notify the manager, CSS Manager, Home Scheduler Box, Scheduling Manager and the Abilities & Wellness
Consultant who will then advise if the coding should be changed or extended. If the employee has failed
screening, we must ask them to get an applicable COVID-19, gastrointestinal or influenza test
immediately.
Short Call
1. Identity unfilled shifts from 0-7 days and review the department DSG
2. Generate the overstaffed report and identify all extra employees. (see how to generate the
overstaffed report) Juggle and offer moves to overstaffed employees on different days/times
while ensuring cohorting to their assigned unit
3. If there are regularized relief employees, assign them to the shift, and if the shift is within the
same day, call the RN/DRC/Supervisor to notify them of the change
4. If there is not an available regularized relief employee, review the DSGs and offer the shift out
per the standard shift fill order to individuals that can work on the unit to ensure cohorting.
a. Send out CV shifts through the auto-dialer with the shift times and stating that if
accepting they will be cohorted to their unit
b. Send out unit specific shifts but only to the individuals who can work the unit
5. If the shift has been filled, update the scheduling system, and if the shift is within the same day,
call the RN/DRC/Supervisor to notify them of the change
6. If the shift has not been filled, update the RN/DRC/Supervisor per the priority response table
below, and wait for guidance
a. Note*The RN/DRC/Supervisor must respond by the end of the day
7. If the RN/DRC/Supervisor has been working with the Scheduling Service to fill a need and finds a
solution, the RN/DRC/Supervisor will call the Scheduling Service immediately to provide them
with details
8. Update the scheduling system per the instruction of the RN/DRC/Supervisor
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Short Notice/Call-in Booking Priority Response Table
Description

Immediate needs
Call List Exhausted

Shift has already started;
the DSG has been followed
and further direction
required
Call list has been exhausted,
and shift is on current day

st

1 Update
Notification
Update to
RN/DRC/Supervisor

Update to
DRC/Supervisor

1st Update
Method of
Communicatio
n
Telephone

Telephone

0 hours – end of
current day
Call List Exhausted

Call list has been exhausted
and shift is for next day to
72 hours

Update to
DRC/Supervisor

Subsequent
Updates

End of Day Report

As discussed with
the
RN/DRC/Supervisor

Next day – 72 hrs

Advanced Booking
Friday
1. Identify unfilled shifts from 10 days to the end of the posted schedule and review the DSG.
2. Generate the upstaffing report and identify all extra employees. (see how to generate the
upstaffing report) Juggle and offer moves to upstaffed employees on different days/times within
their cohorted unit
3. If there are regularized relief employees, assign them to the available open shift if within their
cohorted unit
4. Input all remaining open shifts for each department into the Advanced Booking Template.
5. Launch Auto dialer with script “Hello, the advanced booking shift list for the period of xxx-xxx
has been emailed to your County of Simcoe email account with shifts available, if you are
interested in picking up extra shifts please respond to the email with your submission” Ad-hoc
to all employees
Tuesday
1. Tuesdays review all employee responses on the available shifts and units.
2. Award shifts per the standard shift fill order and ensure that the employee is cohorted to their
assigned unit
3. Update the scheduling system with the awarded shifts. Tuesday at noon Email all employees of
the awarded shifts and those employees that were not awarded any shifts.
4. Tuesday at noon Email all employees of the awarded shifts and those employees that were not
awarded any shifts
5. Remove all filled shifts from the original Advanced Booking Template and email to the manager
all unfilled shifts and review during the weekly scheduler/manager

16 Appendix D: 4.1 Timekeeping and Time Approval Process
Follow the Timekeeping and Time Approval process to ensure that “day of” schedule changes are approved
and documented and sent daily to the Scheduling Services and that time is audited and approved prior to
employees being paid. During this process, the scheduling service, the RN/DRC/Supervisor, and the
employee each have a role to play.
Key Concepts:
Daily Assignment Report: a daily unit report delivered to each of the homes with the End of Day Report
from the Scheduling System showing employees scheduled for the day (24 hours) that is used to record
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scheduling changes that occur. See Shift Filling Process.
Daily Assignment Report
1. Receive all previous days approved Daily Assignment Report by 10:00 am
2. Prior to the end of the day, update the scheduling system with approved updates, from the Daily
Assignment Report
3. Once completed, place a check mark on email that the Daily Assignment Report has been
processed
If a Daily Assignment Report has not been received for the previous day, the scheduler will follow up with
the DRC/Supervisor (delegate).
If there is not a DRC/Supervisor working on the weekend, the Daily Assignment Report for Friday, Saturday,
Sunday, and Stats will be approved and submitted by the DRC/Supervisor on the next business day.

17 Appendix E: Screener Staff List
The master list of all home staff and agency staff with their cohort assignment will be provided to the
screeners at the home during an outbreak which outlines the following information:

Last Name
Doe
Frank
Stone
Burn

First Name
Jane
Alice
Frank
Charlie

Position
ESS
Dietary
PSW
PSW

Unit
Agency
Essa
Nexim
Innisfil
Adjala
Lawbell
Nottawasaga

18 Appendix F: Cohorting and Staff Movement Log
When it is necessary to move a staff member between units while on shift, the RN will communicate to
Home Management the below information which will be logged on the tracking sheet as per below:

Date
2020/11/23
2020/11/29
2020/11/30
2020/12/02

Staff
Moved
Jane Doe
Alice
Frank
Frank
Stone
Charlie
Burn

From

To

Rationale for Moving this Staff
Adjala only had 1 evening staff - Below baseline. Has
previously been COVID positive

NOTT

ADJ

INN

ESSA

TOSS

ESSA

Did not meet baseline
Need designated caregiver for 2 symptomatic residents Moved permanently (previous COVID positive)

INN

ESSA

Did not meet baseline - Moving him permanently
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Email
received
from RN
Yes – RN
Name
Yes – RN
Name
No - DOC
decision
Yes – RN
Name

19 Appendix G: Staffing Plan
In order to support cohorting as well as additional pandemic and outbreak requirements, additional
requirements are necessary to ensure adequate care is continually provided. These numbers are subject
to change based on the size of the outbreak (i.e. a large outbreak on a specific unit may require even more
additional staffing).
Simcoe Manor PSW Staffing Requirements
Green designates baseline non outbreak/pandemic staffing requirements
Light Pink (P) designates pandemic additional staffing requirements above baseline
Dark Pink (O) designates outbreak additional staffing requirements above baseline
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Simcoe Manor RN Staffing Requirements
Green designates baseline non outbreak/pandemic staffing requirements

Simcoe Manor RPN Staffing Requirements
Green designates baseline non outbreak/pandemic staffing requirements
Dark Pink (O) designates outbreak additional staffing requirements above baseline
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Simcoe Manor Housekeeping Requirements
Green designates baseline non-outbreak and pandemic staffing requirements
Orange (O) designates outbreak additional staffing requirements above baseline

20 Appendix H: Clip-on Rotations
In order to facilitate the addition of pandemic (P) and outbreak (O) shifts, clip-on rotations are predeveloped based on the staffing requirements from Appendix G – Staffing Plan so that they can be quickly
implemented and filled to ensure adequate coverage. Clip-on rotations will be unit specific and built per
position.
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Long Term Care
and Seniors Services

111Highway 26, Midhurst,6
Tel705-726- |Toll 866-893-

On March 19, the Ontario Chief Medical Officer of Health recommended all Health Care Employers
identify staff working in multiple locations and advocated that high-risk settings request their staff work
only in one institution. As the Residents in our homes/ seniors housing are at high-risk for serious illness
from COVID-19, we are asking all staff to temporarily work in only one location to protect our residents.

DECLARATION
DISCLOSURE RE: MULTIPLE WORK LOCATIONS
Agency Staff
I acknowledge, understand and agree that:
My through my agency employer, contracted by the County of Simcoe to provide services to the
Long Term Care and Seniors Services Homes
By singing this declaration, I choose to work only for the County of Simcoe during this Pandemic
Emergency.
Additionally, i agree to participate in the regular bi-weekly COVID-19 testing and any other testings
as directed by Public Health during an outbreak or if I develop any COVID typical/atypical
symptoms
Secondary non-health related employment will be considered on a case by case basis based on
risk of exposure to COVID-19 and other related risk factors.
By signing this document, I confirm that the contents of this declaration are true and that I understand
the importance of these enhanced public health measures to reduce the spread of COVID-19 in
Ontario.
We want to thank you for taking the time to complete this form and look forward to continuing to work
together to help stop the spread of COVID-19 to keep our residents safe.
Name: (Please Print):

Signature:

Department and Home:

Date:

Signature not required if submitting electronically

MM/DD/YYYY

Public Health may be required to contact you for outbreak related activities. Please provide your email address
and phone number:
Phone:

Email:

Agency Orientation Checklist
Date

Print name

Position

Unit

Manor

NOTE: Please ensure all items are checked and reviewed by a verifying educator prior to independent work

Item

Educator Initials

Date of Completion

In Home Orientation
 Health and Safety Education

________________

_______________

 Infection Prevention and Control

________________

_______________

 Emergency Codes

________________

_______________

 Identification Card with cohort sticker

________________

_______________

 Home Tour

________________

_______________

 Lift and Transfer for Direct Care –presentation

________________

_______________

 Lift and Transfer for Direct Care– Skill Checklist

________________

_______________

 Username for PCC created by admin

________________

_______________

 POC/PCC Access

________________

_______________

 Proof of mask fit (type) / add to test list

________________

_______________

 Influenza dec./proof of anti-viral px (flu season)

________________

_______________

 ESS In Class component

________________

_______________

 ESS hands on component

________________

_______________

 ___________________________________

________________

_______________

 ___________________________________

________________

_______________

Direct Care Staff

ESS / Laundry and ESS Specific HSA Staff

Other

Signature of Agency Staff _____________________________

Date: _______________________

Signature of Verifying Educator _________________________

Date: _______________________

Completed checklist and verification paperwork to be submitted by the verifying Educator to home admin for filing.
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Return to Work Processes –
COVID - 19
November 4, 2020
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PURPOSE

To provide guidance and process flow to Centralized Scheduling, Abilities and Wellness
Consultants (AWC)/Infection Control Designate and Home Managers and staff on COVID-19
related employee illness and return to work processes

DEFINITIONS
Employee

Employee refers to all agency staff, contracted services providers, redeployed staff, managers
and any other persons who are currently working at Simcoe Manor during the outbreak.
Scheduling will communicate with the agencies on the return to work as directed by the
AWC/Infection Control Designate.

SCREENING REQUIREMENTS
Self-Screening

Staff are required to self-screen prior to reporting to work in order to self-assess for any signs
or symptoms of respiratory illness or COVID-19 typical or atypical symptoms prior to reporting
to work

Screening Tool

The most current version of the screening tool will be used by centralized schedulers, home
screeners and agency/external providers for any employees calling off sick during the
pandemic.

RETURN TO WORK SCENARIOS – COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Scenario 1

Employee fails screening prior to entering the Home:

1) Employee is not permitted to enter the Home and is instructed to go home and contact
the AWC
2) RN on duty conducts an NP swab and notifies scheduling that employee was sent home
for failed screening that includes a list of symptoms reported.
3) Scheduling sends email with symptoms to Abilities and Wellness Consultant
(AWC)/Infection Control Designate, Director of Resident Care (DORC), Administrator
during Simcoe Outbreak.
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4) Scheduling covers the employee’s shifts for the next 5 days pending outcome of testing
5) Employee is contacted by AWC/Infection Control Designate for Wellness Checks,
requirements for self isolation pending test results and instruction regarding return to
work
Employee is at home and contacts scheduling prior to shift to provide notice of symptoms:
1) Employee is advised to remain home, that they will be contacted by AWC/Infection
Control Designate and to go for testing as soon as possible
2) Scheduling sends email with symptoms to the employee’s Manager, Administrator, and
AWC/Infection Control Designate
3) Scheduling covers the employee’s shifts for the next 5 days pending outcome of testing
4) Employee is contacted by AWC/Infection Control Designate for Wellness Checks and
instructions for self isolation and regarding return to work
5) Agency Providers, notifying scheduling of one of their employee’s absences, will be
required to provide employee symptoms to the scheduler for logging as a sick call

Employee is at work and develops symptoms:
1) Employee is advised to go home, self isolate and to go for testing as soon as possible.
Testing should be attempted by Home RN prior to employee being sent home.
2) Scheduling is notified by Administrator, Director of Care or RN on shift and notification
should include reported symptoms
3) Scheduling sends email Notification to the Director of Care, Administrator,
AWC/Infection Control Designate including reported symptoms
4) Scheduling covers the employee’s shifts for 5 days initially pending outcome of testing
5) Employee is contacted by AWC/Infection Control Designate for Wellness Checks and
instructions for self isolation and regarding return to work

RTW process and Compensation
Compensation Options

If you have failed screening due to COVID-19 symptoms you will be sent for a COVID-19 test.
During the short term isolation period there are several options for compensation.
Work from home
• If operations permit, you may be able to work from home.
• Please speak with your Supervisor to see if this might apply.
• If you are able to work from home you will be paid your regular wages.
• Payroll Coding should reflect regular pay codes with notes included that the
employee is working from home.
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If work from home is not an option
• The County of Simcoe will pay 100% of regular wages for missed scheduled shifts
during your first isolation period.
• Payment for subsequent periods of isolation will require Manager/Administrator
level approval.
• Isolation periods should not exceed 5 days pending COVID test results.
• Isolation periods will be extended to a maximum of 10 days for staff that have
received positive COVID-19 test results.
• Payroll coding for paid short term Isolation should be STI.

Compensation for Negative COVID test results beyond isolation period

If you are not able to return to work beyond the 5 day isolation period and your COVID 19 test results are negative, you will be directed to the AWC regarding an application for
STD benefits.
The normal elimination period will already have been served if this was your first
isolation (or a subsequent approved period), otherwise the normal elimination period
will apply and scheduling will apply unused quota or unpaid time.
If you do not have STD benefit coverage and are not able to return to work at the end of
your isolation period, or your subsequent isolation period is not approved, the County
will issue a Record of Employment (ROE) so you can apply for EI sick benefits though
Service Canada

Compensation for Positive COVID test results beyond isolation period

If you test positive for COVID-19, the County will pay 100% of your wages for the 10
days isolation and a Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) claim will be filed.

If your absence exceeds the 10 day isolation period you will be paid through WSIB.

Return to Work Process
Negative COVID test

Employee is instructed as follows:
1. If you have respiratory symptoms and your test comes back negative, you can return
to work on day 6 from the date of symptom onset even if you are still experiencing
mild symptoms. You must have a conversation with AWC/Infection Control Designate
before returning to the Home.
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2. If your symptoms persist, or there are new or worsening symptoms then you may be
asked to complete a second COVID test prior to returning to work.
3. If you have gastro symptoms (nausea, vomiting and diarrhea) and your test comes
back negative you can return to work once symptom free for 48 hours. You must
have a conversation with the AWC/Infection Control Designate before returning to
work.

Positive COVID test (Symptomatic and Asymptomatic)

Employee is instructed as follows:
1. Public Health will require you to continue to self isolate for 10 days from the date
tested.
2. They will notify you to indicate when you will be cleared of isolation precautions,
they will provide you with a letter for the Employer. Please forward this in an email
to AWC/Infection Control Designate.
3. You must have a conversation with AWC/Infection Control Designate before
returning to the Home.

Scenario 2: External Exposure

The employee has been exposed outside of work to a person that they do not live with who
has symptoms (e.g. the employee receives notification of an exposure on the COVID-19 app)
1) The employee will notify Scheduling that they have been exposed.
2) The Manager in consultation with the Home’s IPAC lead will instruct to self-monitor for
14 days from the last date of exposure and continue to come to work (regular pay for
shifts worked) unless notified that you are a close contact by the Public Health.
3) If an employee is notified that they are a close contact by Public Health, contact your
manager for direction.
4) If employee develops symptoms – go to Scenario 1.
This scenario may require self-isolation under the Public Health Order. You will be
contacted by the AWC/Infection Control Designate with further information.

Scenario 3: Exposure to a Family Member

The employee has been exposed to a person that they do live with that has symptoms of
COVID – 19 (e.g. the employees child or partner)
1) The symptomatic cohabiter must self-isolate for 14 days from symptoms onset and until
24 hours symptom free
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2) The employee must self-monitor for 14 days from the last date of exposure to cohabiter
and continue to come to work. (regular pay for shifts worked)
3) If cohabiter is tested for COVID-19 and employee is exposed to the cohabiter with a
pending or positive COVID-19 test, the employee must notify their manager/delegate
via phone to advise of the exposure.
4) For 14 days after an exposure to a cohabiter with symptoms, an employee must selfisolate at all times when they are not at work. The employee must follow all work selfisolation measures.
5) If employee develops symptoms – go to Scenario 1
6) If employee cannot work due to child care challenges or providing care to an ill (COVID)
family member – go to Scenario 14.
7) If an employee cannot work due to child care challenges as the child is ordered to selfisolate – go to Scenario 15.
This Scenario may require self-isolation under the Public Health Order. When you contact
AWC/Infection Control Designate more information will be provided.

Scenario 4: Family Exposure, Employee Asymptomatic

Employee lives with someone who has been exposed but cohabiter does not have symptoms
(e.g. child exposed at school, partner exposed at their workplace)
1) Employee must self-monitor for 14 days. Employee continues to come to work.
(Regular pay for shifts worked).
2) If cohabiter develops symptoms or is tested for COVID-19 – go to Scenario 3.
3) If employee develops symptoms – go to Scenario 1.
4) If employee cannot work due to childcare challenges – go to Scenario 7.
5) If employee cannot work due to child being unable to attend school or daycare at the
direction of the school/daycare or public health – go to Scenarios 15.
6) Required Self-Isolation by Order: If cohabiter is diagnosed with COVID-19 employee
may be required to self-isolate. Go to Scenario 3. If cohabiter is ordered to selfisolate as a close contact, the Order does not require the employee to self-isolate at
this time.

Scenario 5: Workplace Exposure

Employee suspects a potential exposure at the LTC/Retirement Home to someone (resident,
employee, visitor etc.) who has a pending or positive COVID-19 test result and the employee is
exhibiting no symptoms
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1) Contact Scheduling to notify them of the potential exposure, self isolate and
AWC/Infection Control Designate will contact you to discuss next steps.
2) For 14 days after an exposure, an employee must self-isolate at all times.
3) If you develop symptoms during the 14 days after a confirmed exposure, notify
AWC/Infection Control Designate via email AND go to Scenario 1.
4) If employee is exposed to a pending or positive COVID-19 person while at work the pay
treatment could be a WSIB claim. Individual circumstances will be assessed.

Scenario 6: Family Member Travel Exposure

Employee has been exposed to a person that they do live with, who has travelled outside of
Ontario with a return date within the last 14 days
1) Cohabiter does not have symptoms – employee comes to work (regular pay for shifts
worked).
2) Cohabiter has or develops symptoms – go to Scenario 3.
3) Cohabiter has a pending or positive test for COVID-19 – go to Scenario 3
4) Cohabiter, remains well, but is notified that they have been exposed – go to Scenario
11.
5) If employee develops symptoms – go to Scenario 1.
6) Cohabiter who has returned from travel should follow the direction from the
Government of Canada for travel outside of Canada or Public Health for travel within
Canada regarding requirements for self-isolation.

Scenario 7: Travel Outside of Canada
The Government of Canada has recommended to avoid all non-essential travel outside of
Canada at this time.
1) At the time of your return to Canada advise the Canada Border Services Agent
“(CBSA”) that you are an employee of a hospital.
a) If you have symptoms, you will be advised to self-isolate for 14 days. Contact
ACW/ Infection Control Designate with your name and reason for contact. (Go
to Scenario 1)
b) If you do not have symptoms you will be required to self isolate for 14 days.
2) Follow the direction of the CBSA and immediately return home from travel. If you do
not have symptoms continue to self-monitor.
3) If you do not have symptoms but are not permitted to work by the CBSA contact
AWC/Infection Control Designate. (unpaid leave of absence)
4) If employee develops symptoms while at home– go to Scenario 1.
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Scenario 8: Travel Outside of Ontario

Employee has travelled outside of Ontario but within Canada within the last 14 days
The Ministry of Health’s COVID-19 Operational Requirements Health Sector Restart issued on
June 15, 2020 states that health care employees who have returned from travel outside of
Ontario in the last 14 days may continue to work with specific precautions if they are critical to
operations. For this purpose the County has determined that all LTCSS employees are critical.
The specific precautions referenced are the work self-isolation guidelines.
1) Self-monitor for symptoms. All employees should continue to come to work with
appropriate PPE as long as they are feeling well. (Regular pay for shifts worked) and
when not at work you must self-isolate.
2) If employee develops symptoms – go to Scenario 1

Scenario 9: Pregnant Employee

Employee is pregnant and is concerned that current work assignment puts them at higher risk
as a result of COVID-19
1. If employee is eligible to begin pregnancy leave (within 17 weeks of due date), the
employee may do so by advising their direct manager.
OR
2. Employee must contact AWC by email to advise that their current work assignment
places the pregnancy at high risk. AWC will review and assess the situation and either
confirm or deny the request. No medical will be required at this time.
3. If the work assignment is confirmed to place the pregnancy at high risk, your manager,
Human Resources and/or Redeployment will attempt to provide the employee with
accommodation.
4. If accommodation is unavailable the employee will be placed on an unpaid leave of
absence.
Note: The Society of Obstetrics and Gynecologists has issued a statement with respect to
COVID-19 and pregnancy.
The employee will not be paid for any shifts missed while accommodation is sought.
If accommodation is unavailable, employee will be placed on an unpaid LOA. Employee can
then apply to Service Canada to see if they are eligible for a benefit OR access their banked
time.
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Scenario 10: High Risk Employee

Employee is high-risk for COVID-19 and concerned that current work assignment puts them at
higher risk as a result of COVID-19
1. Employee must contact AWC to advise that they are high risk for COVID-19 as per the
definition and that they are concerned about their current work assignment.
2. AWC will work with Acclaim Ability Management to determine the needs for assessment
and documentation required.
3. If the employee is confirmed to be high-risk, their current work assignment will be
assessed. If the current work assignment is deemed to be high risk your manager,
Human Resources and/or Redeployment will attempt to provide the employee with
accommodation.
4. If accommodation is unavailable, the employee will be placed on an unpaid leave of
absence.
5. The employee will not be paid for any shifts missed while accommodation is sought. If
accommodation is unavailable, employee will be placed on an unpaid LOA. Employee
can apply to Service Canada to see if they are eligible for a benefit OR access their
banked time.

Scenario 11: High Risk Family Member

Employee lives with someone who is high-risk for COVID-19 and employee is concerned.
1. Employee is still expected to attend work. Follow best practices when returning home
from work.
2. In extreme circumstance, alternative housing may be considered and will be assessed on
a case by case basis.
3. Speak to your manager to see if alternate work is available. If alternate work is not
available you will be expected to continue to work in your current assignment.
4. Regular pay for shifts worked.

Scenario 12: Multiple Employer Exposure

Employee suspects a potential exposure at another employer to a patient who has a pending
or positive COVID-19 test result and the employee is exhibiting no symptoms
Note: All County of Simcoe Long Term Care and Seniors Services employees were required to
sign a single site declaration at the onset of the Pandemic. No LTCSS staff are permitted to
work in multiple work locations. The process below applies only to other corporate
departments, excluding LTCSS
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1) Advise manager by email of the potential exposure with name, reason for contact,
phone contact information and information on what your other employer has advised, if
known.
2) If an exposure is confirmed, you will not be permitted to work until 14 days from the
exposure.
3) You will be placed on a leave of absence from your shifts for 14 days from last date of
exposure.
4) If you develop symptoms, go to Scenario 1.

Scenario 13: Working in Outbreak Units

Employee works in a unit/department/location that is a declared COVID-19 outbreak
1) If the employee was exposed follow Scenario 5.
2) If the employee has symptoms follow Scenario 1.
3) If the employee remains asymptomatic continue to attend your scheduled shifts at
the outbreak location. You may not be able to work on other units until the outbreak
is cleared. If you have shifts scheduled on another unit, contact your manager as
soon as possible.
4) Pay for shifts worked.

Scenario 14: Absences Related to Child Care, Ill Family Member

Employee is unable to attend work due to child care commitment (unrelated to child
ordered to self-isolate or election not to return child to school/day care) and/or providing
care for an ill family member
1) Employees should contact their manager to assess options. Standard
accommodation processes will apply.
2) Employees should consider which, if any, leave of absence is appropriate based on
their individual circumstances. An absence from work will require approval
3) If an employee has a child ordered to self-isolate by the school, day care or Public
Health – go to Scenario 15.
4) If an employee has elected to not return their child to day care or school – go to
Scenario 16.
Accommodation will be explored. If there is a required reduction in hours to respond to
the situation, the available leaves of absence will be reviewed with the employee. If
there is a loss of earnings, employees may be able to use excess banks if possible to
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ensure they have no loss of earnings. Alternatively, employees may be able to apply to
Service Canada to see if they are eligible for a benefit.

Scenario 15: Childcare Issue Due to COVID-19

Employee’s child is unable to attend school/daycare at the direction of the
school/daycare/public health as a result of COVID-19
1) If at work, employee advises manager of requirement to leave work due to child care
commitments. (pay for hours worked, Quota for balance if available)
2) If employee will be absent beyond the initial shift, employee must advise Scheduling
and their manager as per usual practice. The employee should indicate when they
anticipate being able to return to work (unpaid leave of absence).
3) If the employee develops symptoms – go to Scenario 1.
OR
1) If at home and shift will not be impacted no action is required. If shifts will be
impacted employee must advise the Staffing Office and their manager as per usual
practice. The employee should indicate when they anticipate being able to return to
work. (unpaid leave of absence)
2) If the employee develops symptoms – go to Scenario 1.
Employees who are absent from work due to attending to a child care commitment will
be placed on Family Responsibility Leave or Infectious Disease Leave – the employee
may elect. Both leaves are unpaid leaves. The employee may choose to use banked time
to remain whole or may apply to Service Canada to see if they are eligible for a benefit.
Required Self-Isolation by Order: If child is diagnosed with COVID-19 employee may be
required to self-isolate. Go to Scenario 3. If child is ordered to self-isolate as a close
contact, the Order does not require the employee to self-isolate at this time.

Scenario 16: Employee Child Not In School, No Daycare

Employee has elected to not return their child to in-person school in the Fall or is unable to
secure a day care provider.
1) Employees should contact their manager to assess options. An employee will be
required to participate in the accommodation process to determine what is
appropriated based on their individual circumstances.
2) Unless these absences are as a result of COVID-19, the Infectious Disease Leave will
not be available. If an employee anticipates having challenges with attendance in
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September as a result of child care commitments they should immediately contact
their manager to begin the accommodation process.
3) Some accommodations may allow the employee to continue working and pay for
shifts worked would apply. If the employee is placed on an unpaid leave of absence
as an accommodation the employee may apply to Service Canada to see if they are
eligible for a benefit.

Return to Work Education Requirements
1) The AWC/Infection Control Designate have cleared the staff member returning to
work, the will notify the HR Learning and Development Consultant who will enroll
the employee in the online 2020 Simcoe Manor Return to Work IPAC Review
2) AWC/Infection Control Designate also notifies the staff member of the module and
the required completion prior to returning to shifts. The module is done on the LMS
and takes about 15 min.
https://learn.simcoe.ca/course/view.php?id=646
3) Employee completes the review and a report is generated daily to scheduling that
shows that the employee is complete. This is generated once a day at 0800 am to
scheduling from the LMS system
4) When scheduling sees the employee on the report, they will then schedule them for
shifts. No one should be scheduled for a return where they have been off more than
a week without completing this online review
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